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Students suspended, expelled Administrative
for involvement with marijuana forum focuses
Chris Brennan
News Editor
on PN letter
Luke Chellis
T
Core Staff
I
he St. Louis U. High administration,
headed by Assistant Principal for Student Affairs Brock Kesterson and Principal John Moran, investigated a reported
incident of marijuana possession and sale
on SLUH grounds after hearing about it
last Wednesday. Students were called in to
Kesterson’s office on Thursday and asked
about their degree of involvement with the
sales. Overall, four students are currently
serving in-school suspensions and one
student has been expelled from SLUH.
The Parent-Student Handbook says that
“possession of drugs or paraphernalia, or being under the influence of alcohol or any other
illegal drug, at or before a SLUH sponsored
event, may result in up to five days of in- or
out-of-school suspension (at the discretion
of the administration), placement on disciplinary probation, and possibly a review of

student’s continued enrollment.”
The four suspended students were
suspended for various degrees of involvement with marijuana, according to nonadministrative sources.
The expelled student was expelled for “ t’s a question and answer opportunity,”
selling marijuana on school property. The
said Principal John Moran of the AdminParent and Student Handbook also says istrative Forum held Wednesday. “Based
“Sale (and possible purchase) of alcohol on events from the past couple weeks,
or any other illegal drug at school or at any coming back off of Christmas, it would
event sponsored by SLUH may be grounds be good to have a space for this time to
for expulsion from SLUH.”
answer some of (students’) questions and
The administration released a statement let (students) hear a little bit about what’s
about the events of Feb. 11 and 12 that says, in going on in the administrative world.”
part, “Not all of the students questioned were
Around thirty students, mostly seniors,
involved in the sale of illegal substances; gathered with a handful of faculty in the upper
however, questioning did confirm that such rows of the Joseph Schulte Theater during
sales took place on our campus.”
activity period Wednesday to participate in
The statement also cited the handbook: the event led by Moran, Assistant Principal
“The administration has followed the guide- for Student Affairs Brock Kesterson, Assislines of our student handbook in dealing with tant Principal for Academics Mark Michalski,
see DRUGS, 14 and Assistant Principal for Administration
and Technological Services Tom Becvar.
The leading theme expressed during
the assembly was a mix of uncertainty,
anger, and acceptance regarding the recent
Principal John
administrative action regarding a letter to
Moran answers a
the editors of the Prep News written from a
question from sepro-choice perspective. The administration
nior Brian Kinealy
had removed the opinion piece from the
during the adminelectronic version of the Prep News availistrative forum
able through the St. Louis U. High website,
on Wednesday.
though the printed version was circulated in
the school as usual.
Students, faculty
Moran spoke for the administrative
and administrators
position on this issue. “You are entitled to
discussed letters to
your opinion as an individual student,” said
the Prep News and
Moran. “(The Prep News is) beyond a school
student discipline.
newspaper. It’s a publication of the school
that represents us, and that’s where we get
photo by connor blanquart

see LYCEUM, 12
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Evert entertains with speech Winfrey wins
Mark Waterman
Core Staff

W

hen chastity speaker Jason Evert began his presentation last Friday by
calling a student to the stage, putting a wig
on the student’s head, and dangling him
upside down by his feet, Assistant Principal for Academic Affairs Mark Michalski
“was very concerned,” he said. Luckily,
the student survived.
“He clearly is an entertainer,” Michalski
said of Evert.
Addressing a student body about to escape into a four-day weekend, Evert clearly
faced a daunting task: holding the attention
of 1,000 high school boys for 90 minutes.
“Everyone seemed a little wound up,”
said Mary Sullivan, mother of senior Sean
Sullivan, who was involved in bringing

Evert to speak at SLUH through the Parent
Network.
Nonetheless, students courteously quieted down and listened to the speech.
“I was amazed by the level of attention
throughout,” said theology teacher Rob
Garavaglia.
The Parent Network originally scheduled Evert to speak to high school parents
in a talk held at DeSmet, and as part of the
deal he also agreed to speak to students at a
few area high schools during his time in St.
Louis. Evert spoke on Wednesday night to
a group of parents on the subject of chastity,
where he approached the topic from a parent’s
point of view. According to Sullivan, Evert
spoke on how to “deliver and reinforce the
chastity message to your kids.”

see CHASTITY, 15

SLUH wins Black History
Knowledge Bowl for 3rd time

Eric Mueth
Reporter

T

he 6th annual Black History Knowledge Bowl for the St. Louis area was
held at Harris-Stowe State College this
past Friday. St. Louis U. High competed
as two teams, due to Rosati Kain’s dropout. SLUH One and SLUH Two competed
against Chaminade, Incarnate Word, Cardinal Ritter and SIU-East St. Louis Charter School.
SLUH One was comprised of seniors
David Blount, Malik Brown, Joey Zanaboni
and David Jones. SLUH Two was made
of juniors Jeff Uriarte and Marcus Wright,
and sophomores Mahdi Grady and Etefia
Umana.
After the seven games, SLUH One
cruised through to the finals by winning
all matches and posting a 7-0 record. They
received a bye into the finals and faced SIUEast St. Louis Charter School in the finals.
SLUH One continued their dominance in the
finals and took home their third title in four
years.
SLUH Two accumulated a 5-2 record,
earning them a spot in the semifinals against
SIU East St. Louis Charter School for a
chance to head to the finals against SLUH
One. SLUH Two lost their match and took
third place overall.

SLUH One was led by Zanaboni, who
accumulated the most points of any competitor but received second place because he
averaged 32 points a round fewer than the
38 points averaged by a SIU East St. Louis
Charter School competitor.
Jones and Brown recieved third and
fourth place respectivly.
The strong senior group from SLUH
One showed their experience in the second
straight victory. SLUH Two showed promising success as well, with Grady and Umana
tying for fifth place overall with 140 points
each.
Blount said that the team’s mood was
mainly to “stay consistent, work together...
(and) know what’s going on.” He went on
to say that they practiced so much together
that they had great chemistry and were able
to pool together their knowledge and apply
it to the questions.
Said Blount, “We did what we needed
to do.”
The team’s moderator, history teacher
Tom Zinselmeyer, was impressed with all
the SLUH participants, saying, “(They were)
from top to bottom a great group of kids.”
Zinselmeyer said that they were not
only in the competition to win, but to also
learn some new things and show, “a love for
learning.”
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local Poetry
Out Loud
Matt Bettonville
Core Staff

S

enior Peter Winfrey won the regional
Poetry Out Loud competition, sponsored by the National Endowment for the
Arts, Wednesday at the Foundry Art Centre in St. Charles. Winfrey received several poetry and prose fiction compilations
for his participation and will proceed to
the state competition after topping eight
other performers from local high schools.
Winfrey first won St. Louis U. High’s
competition on Dec. 12 by reciting the poem
“Detroit, Tomorrow” by Philip Levine.
Needing to add two poems to fill the regional
contest’s requirement of three, Winfrey chose
William Matthews’ “Mingus at the Showplace” and “A Supermarket in California”
by Allen Ginsberg.
“I wanted to have a little more humor,
a little more fun,” said Winfrey of his poem
choices.
English teacher Chuck Hussung, who
organized SLUH’s Poetry Out Loud contest, accompanied Winfrey to the regional
competition. Hussung said that Winfrey’s
closest competitor was Parkway South senior
Lawrence Scott; Hussung called his recitation of “Theme for English B” by Langston
Hughes “brilliant.”
Hussung said he thought Winfrey’s
performance won for its breadth, as it
ranged from the humorous “Mingus at the
Showplace,” which Hussung said had the
whole audience snickering throughout, to
his clincher, the sorrowful “Detroit, Tomorrow.”
“It was completely silent, which was
good because the poem is dark,” said Winfrey.
“You could feel the whole audience
moved by his performance,” said Hussung,
who also noted that Winfrey “had taken (the
poem) higher” than in his performance at
SLUH.
Winfrey’s victory earned him a trip to
Jefferson City for the state competition on
March 3; a good showing in Jefferson City
could get him an invite to the national Poetry Out Loud competition in Washington,
D.C.
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Letters to the Editors
Staley praises Evert chastity speech

To the Editors:
Many, many thanks to all those involved in bringing Jason Evert
to SLUH last week to speak on chastity. What a gift he was to our
boys and how perfect for Valentine’s. Most of the time this topic
is viewed as a list of don’ts developed by a group of never married
old men who have no connection to today’s world. Jason presents
chastity as our Catholic faith teaches it—as the selfless form of
love that is the only way to achieve inner peace, self-respect and
true sexual freedom.
In a world filled with sexual images and behaviors that so often
involve one person’s control over another, we need to instill in our
boys and in each other that there is a better way. We should be
taking this all too brief time our children have in formal Catholic
education to give them a clear understanding of why our faith
teaches what it does. They get plenty of graphic images elsewhere
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in their lives. What they can never get too much of is the ability to
understand and defend their faith. That is what they need to take
out into the world.
Our Catholic faith is not a set of rules to be followed “or else.”
Our faith is a manifestation of Christ’s mercy and love for us. The
irony is that the more we let Him control our lives, the more freedom
and peace we achieve. That is the message Jason delivered.
Again, thank you. If just one person in the audience was moved
to reconsider a life choice, Jason’s presentation was worth all the
effort to bring him here. Hopefully, many more paused to give his
words some thought. My prayer is that we continue to focus on
these kinds of life-affirming, faith-affirming messages. Much grace
will follow.
Martha Staley

Linhares wins Midwest Coach of the Year
Eric Lewis
Reporter

A

fter leading the St. Louis U. High
cross country team to a second-place
finish at state and a seventh-place finish
at the Midwest Nike Team Nationals regional, head coach Jim Linhares has been
recognized as the Midwest Coach of the
Year by the National Federation of High
School Coaches; in addition to Missouri,
the Midwest region includes Iowa, Kansas, South Dakota, and Wisconsin.
This award is not Linhares’s first. He was
Missouri Track and Field Coach of the Year
in 2006 and Missouri Cross Country Coach
of the Year in 2007. SLUH teams were state
champions both of these years.
“It’s kind of funny to get these awards,”
he said. “I’m aware that a lot of what I have
accomplished is because of others. I’m not
the one out there running every day.”
Linhares was notified of his nomination
in late October before the cross country
season had ended. “I don’t know how I was
nominated (or who nominated me),” he said,
explaining that the Federation wanted to keep
its agents anonymous to ensure impartial
nominations in the future.
“I was honored (and) very grateful for
the recognition,” said Linhares of his nomination. He described the award as “more of a
symbol of what all those others did” rather
than a representation of his own achievements.

The only two people Linhares was willing to thank by name were Ron Jorgenson,
his high school cross country coach at Prep
North, and assistant SLUH cross country
coach Tom Flanagan.
Jorgenson passed away on Christmas
Day in 2000 after suffering an aneurysm,
and Linhares named winning state in 1999
with Jorgenson there to witness him as the
moment he was most proud of in his entire
26-year career. “He was one of the first people
I shook hands with (afterwards),” Linhares
remembered, “and I told him, ‘None of this
could have happened without you.’”
Flanagan spoke of his admiration of Linhares’s character. What he thought deserved
the most praise was Linhares’s unique ability
to convince a runner that “whether he’s the
star or the last runner to cross the line, his
commitment matters to the team an equal
amount.”
“I’d coached for twelve years when I
came here,” said Flanagan, “but I learned
a tremendous amount about coaching from
Coach Linhares.”
It may seem odd, but Linhares refused
to thank any specific runners, explaining
that if he “named one runner, (he would)
have to name a hundred more.” He not only
credited this year’s team with the award, but
considered it the culmination of 26 years of
Prebills.
Some names that would probably make
the list, judging from the fact that Linhares

frequently uses their names as good examples
to inspire other runners, would have been his
first individual state qualifier Rob Behm ’83,
his first All-State runner Mickey Luna ’90,
Murphy O’Brien ’99, who led the Jr. Bills to
their first State title, and Ben Murphy-Baum
’06, SLUH’s all-time top finisher at State
(see Volume 67, Issue 16).
A turning point of Linhares’s tenure
was the 1995 season, which was “the first
year that we had a group of guys that really
went after (the state title),” according to Linhares. The team suffered injury and fatigue
unfortunately, and finished last in the meet.
SLUH came back two years later and, led
by captain Ben Rosario ’98, captured Linhares’s first state trophy with a third-place
finish. Linhares praised the now alumni for
demonstrating the class and perseverance
which he had tried to instill in them.
The runners that Linhares said were
most integral to SLUH’s cross country program, however, were those upperclassmen
that simply encouraged others and got them
involved. “Cross country builds inter-class
relationships,” Linhares said proudly. “That’s
something most other sports can’t do.”
Looking to the future, Linhares expressed his wish for the team to become an
annual threat at State, though many would
consider that goal already accomplished. “I
would like for (the team) to be able to beat
anyone we meet on the line,” said Linhares.
“No matter who they are.”
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Promotion for new women’s
pro soccer club shot in gym
Ben Kim
Core Staff

Y

ou may have thought it odd that there
were women running around in the
St. Louis U. High gym yesterday morning. The women were soccer players and
hopefuls for St. Louis’ new women’s professional soccer team, St. Louis Athletica,
participating in a try-out promotion that
was aired on Fox 2 News.
“St. Louis is a hotbed for soccer and it
has been for many, many years,” said April
Eilering, a player who is trying out as a
goalkeeper. “Our owners felt like it would
be a good place to have a team and be well
supported and draw good attention to the fans
and be good for the league as a whole.”
The tryouts and promotion were
originally supposed to be held at the team’s
stadium on Southern Illinois UniversityEdwardsville’s campus. However, since
the stadium is not yet complete, the team
asked P.E. teacher Patrick Zarrick if they

could use St. Louis U. High’s field. But, the
chilly weather forced the team into the gym
for the shooting. There, the team practiced
drills and scrimmaged in front of the Fox
2 cameraman and newsman before leaving
around 8:30 a.m.
The actual tryouts will be held in the
soccer stadium on Saturday and Sunday for
most of the day. Official practices start on
March 1.
“Soccer is always selective, especially
the elite level,” said head coach Jorge Barcellos through his English/Portuguese translator, Gabe Andrade. “So, we are looking for
people who will fit into our way of work. In
the tryouts, if a player shows up who really
sparks my interest, she will stay on the team
… but I am not the one who selects the players, the players select themselves,”
The team’s fourteen players hail from
England, the United States, Canada, Sweden, and Brazil. One of the players, Lori

see ATHLETICA, 14

What happens on faculty retreats?
Curtis Riganti
Staff

W

hile St. Louis U. High students enjoyed the beginning of their fourday Presidents’ Day weekend last Friday,
the SLUH faculty spent its day in reflection at the Sisters of St. Joseph Motherhouse. One of two annual faculty retreats
(the other being immediately before the
beginning of the school year), this year’s
mid-year retreat focused on the faculty
members’ “Journey of Faith.”
The retreat began at 8:30 a.m. with an
opening prayer by Deacon Allen Boedeker.
After the prayer, theology teacher Jim Linhares gave a talk to introduce the theme,
“Journey of Faith.” According to theology
teacher Colleen Rockers, Linhares focused
on the question, “What is a journey?” by
talking about a trip he took with his father to
the Grand Canyon. After Linhares’s introduction, Rockers gave the first faculty talk of the
day, entitled, “My Spiritual Geography.”
When asked how the faculty retreat
compares to student retreats such as Kairos
and Whitehouse, Rockers noted that the

faculty retreat is just a one-day retreat.
“The Faculty has so little oppurtunity
to sit down and be present to each other,”
said Rockers. “That happens on a student
retreat, but it usually takes them longer,
because there’s some natural guards that go
up ... (the faculty) know each other ... so the
guards go down pretty quickly and we’re
ready to jump in.”
Physics teacher Paul Baudendistel said,
“Hearing Dave Laughlin, hearing Nick Ehlman, hearing Colleen Rockers share some of
their story ... that’s something that I would
never experience without that day.”
The faculty took a break after Rockers’
talk to take an “Emmaus Walk” outside. There
were similar activities after the other talks,
including small group sessions,
SLUH President David Laughlin gave
the next talk: “People Along the Journey.”
After Laughlin’s talk, the faculty went to a
cafeteria run by the Sisters of St. Joseph staff
and enjoyed a lunch of burritos and Spanish
rice and vegetables, which many teachers
gave very high praise. Spanish teacher

see RETREAT, 12
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The Science Club
explores Lower
Rock Creek

Conor Gearin
Core Staff

T

he St. Louis U. High Science Club/
Venture Crew plunged into the wilderness once again last Friday, arriving at
Lower Rock Creek for a President’s Day
backpacking weekend. The area is known
for its panoramic vistas and igneous shutins along the creek.
The area’s allure is so great that the Sierra
Club, an organization devoted to conservation and outdoor recreation, is attempting to
get the region designated as a “Wilderness”
or “Natural Area,” which would protect it
from potentially damaging visitors such as
ATVs and other motor traffic, Venture Crew
moderator Steve Kuensting said in an e-mail
to the Prep News.
Thus far, the Sierra Club’s attempts have
proven fruitless. In their stead, a gate was
constructed on the trailhead to stop vehicles
from entering.
It was through this gate that the ten
Venturers entered the trail in the dark and
trekked one mile to their campsite, on a hill
about 300 yards off-trail.
Kuensting, freshman Joe Szatkowski’s
father Daniel (who is a Boy Scout Leader),
and Paul Embree, ’02, (who was a member
of the Science Club when he was a student),
led the group.
The seven underclassmen on the trip
took care of themselves for the most part,
with the marked exception of a false alarm
on the first night, in which several distant
points of light were misidentified as a forest
fire, then as other hikers with flashlights, and
finally UFOs. Upon further inspection, the
lights proved to be the rising moon, and the
crestfallen Venturers continued setting up
camp.
Two students were first-timers on the
trip: sophomore Charlie Brynac and Szatkowski. Brynac, who says he has been camping but never backpacking, thought the trip
was “very cool—fun and educational.” He
was able to meet new people, he said, and his
only complaint was of the chilly weather on

see STONY BROOK, 15
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Backer Memorial: 53 years and now away
Cooney and SLUH beat Country Day

Rob Bertucci
Reporter

T

he St. Louis U. High basketball
team’s offense continued to struggle
against the ferocious defenses of Parkway
West and Chaminade, but sprang out of
its slump in a thrilling overtime win over
MICDS in the last game in the Backer Memorial Gym.
The Jr. Bills (13-12, 1-7 MCC) traveled
to Parkway West (19-15) Wednesday on the
heels of a double-overtime loss to Vianney.
The Golden Griffins had thrown the SLUH offensive attack off-balance with quick guards
and an unexpected defense. The Longhorns
followed the same strategy. They came out
in a triangle-and-two defense: one defender
each played man-to-man on junior guard Tim
Cooney and senior guard Matt Lynch while
the other three defenders played a triangle
zone on the other three Jr. Bills.
This unusual defensive move worked
for the Longhorns. No Jr. Bill reached
double-digit scoring totals, and Cooney and

Lynch, who average 15.6 and 10.2 points,
respectively, were held to a combined seven
points. The Jr. Bills were held to only 31
percent from the field.
“We had not seen that type of defense
all year,” head
coach John
Ross said.
“It definitely
threw off our
offense.”
T h e
Jr. Bills’ poor
shooting led
to countless
Parkway West
opportunities
in transition.
The Longhorns jumped
out to a substantial lead
Junior Mike Butler starts off the in the first
last game at Backer with a winning
half and never
tip-off against MICDS.
photo by zac boesch
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looked back.
“It was just one of those nights,” said
Ross, “where none of our shots fell, and
every miss seemed to lead to a 3-on-1 fast
break for them.”
From the first possession of the second
half, Parkway sat in a stall offense and chewed
time off the clock. The Jr. Bills were unable
to mount a second-half comeback and fell
to Parkway West, 53-34.
On Friday the Jr. Bills played their final
conference game against MCC best Chaminade (21-4). Once again, the Tipslambills’
offense could not produce consistently. They
shot a season-worst 28.3 percent (15 of 53)
from the floor.
On the other side of the court, the Jr.
Bills could not contain the high-powered Red
Devil offense. Chaminade’s Bradley Beal and
Brandon Lockhart each scored a game-high
21 points, and the Red Devils shot 50 percent
from the floor en route to outscoring the Jr.
Bills 38-17 in the first half.

see SEND-OFF, 13

JamalMayersbills veto Statesmen, on to semis
Tony Billmeyer
Staff

T

he St. Louis U. High hockey team
cruised through the quarterfinals of
the St. Louis Challenge Cup with two
wins over Webster by a combined score
of 15-6.
SLUH played their “away” game on
home ice at Affton Friday night. The Wewantstatebills forechecked well in the early going,
which minimized Webster’s chances.
The Jr. Bills got on the scoreboard with
a goal from junior Brandon Eversgerd set up
on an odd-man rush by freshman Trent Lulow,
but the Statesmen leveled the score with a
shorthanded goal late in the first period.
The Busiebills regained the lead momentarily when senior Joe Cella slipped a
pass through the defense to junior Connor
Frick for a tap-in.
The U. High penalty kill (80 percent
success rate for the game) looked shaky at
times and conceded another equalizer two
minutes later.

After senior Kevin Corby added the hitting their stride heading into the second
third SLUH goal late in the second period, game of the series at Webster. Eversgerd and
SLUH controlled most of the third period. Corby scored two early goals for an early 2-1
Junior Greg Place extended the lead to 4-2, lead. The first two lines dominated whatever
but Webster responded immediately.
Webster put on the ice, and the game got out
Junior Connor Frick added another of the Statesmens’ reach quickly.
goal to his highlight reel midway through
Lulow had a breakout game with three
the third period. The
quality goals, includjunior standout used
ing an impressive
his speed to beat three
breakaway goal that
Statesmen defenders
beat the goalie as
and backhanded the
Lulow fell to the ice.
puck into the top
The U. High crowd
corner for the gamechanted their way into
winning goal. Frick
the Webster goalie’s
completed his hat
head, knocking him
trick on another assist
off his game. Corby
from Cella (his 4th of Senior Kevin Corby scores one of the Jr. Bills’ nine goals and senior Jack Bergthe game).
er each scored two
against the Webster Groves Statesmen.
Webster netted a
goals, and Frick added
consolation goal in the closing minutes, but his fourth goal of the two-game series.
the Boyesbills held on for a comfortable 6-4
The Jr. Bills’ good fortune took an
victory.
unexpected turn when senior Joe Stratton
see SEMIFINALS, 10
The HotjuicyBergerbills seemed to be
photo by zac boesch
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Conley, Everson headed to State wrestling

Mike Lumetta
Reporter

T

he St. Louis U. High wrestling team
sent two wrestlers to Columbia this
weekend to compete in the Missouri Class
4 State Wrestling Tournament at Mizzou
Arena. Sophomore Espen Conley and junior Peter Everson qualified third at 152
and fourth at 171, respectively, in the Class
4, District 1 tournament at Northwest last
Friday and Saturday.
The Jr. Bills entered that weekend still
missing two key wrestlers, senior captain
Kevin Staed (145) and junior Andrew Danter
(135). Junior David Lopez replaced Staed in
the lineup.
The 2!bills did not start well, losing all
but three of their first-round contests. Senior
captain Mike Donovan received a bye in the
140-pound bracket, and Conley and Everson
also won their matches to advance to the
quarterfinals.
Donovan dropped a 6-0 decision to Todd
Hall of Fox in his quarterfinal. Hall scored

takedowns immediately after starting from
neutral each period and rode Donovan out
for most of the match but did very little from
top.
Conley wrestled Lafayette’s Nathan
Perry, the 160-pound champion of the Spartan
and third-place medalist at the Parkway South
Tournament as well as the fifth-ranked 152
in Class 4. Conley controlled the match from
his feet, using his snatch single and snapdown
to take Perry down and win 11-5.
“I knew I had nothing to lose,” said
Conley of his performance. He added that
the win gave him more confidence going
forward in the tournament. “If I could beat
him, there were pretty much no limits on
what I can do,” he said.
Head coach Jon Ott attributed the win
to Conley’s improvement in handfighting
and defensive technique. “The combination
of his natural ability plus (those) improvements was what was able to let him control
that match,” he said.
Everson did not fare as well against the

host Lions’ Caleb Noland. Noland took a 9-1
lead after a period and kept scoring points,
eventually tech-falling Everson 19-2 on his
third nearside cradle of the match.
The WhyHouseSprings?bills finished
Friday night with four wrestleback matches.
Freshman Will Whitney (125) and junior
Alex Myers (215) each kept their seasons
alive with wins, but Lopez and senior captain
John Boehm (160) were eliminated with
losses.
The Jr. Bills lost a slew of wrestlebacks
upon returning to action Saturday morning.
Junior George Staley (119), Whitney, sophomore Hans Brende (130), Donovan, and
Myers were eliminated. Everson and junior
Joel Geders (189) were the only wrestlers to
survive the second round of wrestlebacks.
In the 152 semifinal, Marquette’s Smyth
Bontemps led Conley for nearly all of the
first two periods through his two first-period
takedowns. Conley wore Bontemps down
throughout the match, though, and went

see TAKEDOWN, 13

Racquetbills win, cement six State one-seeds

Spencer Rusch
Reporter

F

or the third consecutive year the St.
Louis U. High racquetball team has
posted an undefeated record in league
play and a league title. The Dontstopbelievingbills trounced the Chaminade Red
Devils 7-0 on Tuesday at Vetta Concord,
and will begin the State tournament at
Vetta Sports-Concord tomorrow.
Clay Newberry started off the day with
a forfeit win over Stephen Keller. Newberry
improved his record to 9-1 on the season, and
although he is tied with Kirkwood’s John
Malley, Newberry owns the tiebreaker and
the No. 1 seed in his bracket.
No. 4 Andrew Connor kicked off the
actual action against Chaminade’s Brendan
Burke. Connor controlled court position
throughout but let an array of skips through
in the second game. Connor’s lesser opponent
could not make much of the opportunities
though, as Connor won, 15-2, 15-6. Connor
finished the season 10-0 and will also be the
No. 1 seed in his bracket.
Doubles team Scott Hack and Nick
Eshelman faced Anthony Postiglione and

Jake Eilerman. DeSmet, Team Hackman’s struggles in his match against Rob Schmittop competition, defeated the Chaminade tgens. Kissel had some difficulties keeping
duo by allowing only nine points in two the ball off the side walls, but his opponent
combined matches, so the SLUH pair ex- mustered no counter-attack on Kissel’s mispected smooth sailing, but
cues. Kissel rolled 15-3, 15-3
they had a rude awakening
to finish the season 10-0 and
when Chaminade took
will also be No. 1 seed in his
the first game. Hack was
bracket of the state tournaskipping from the back,
ment.
and Eshelman could not
No. 5 John “Diggity”
keep the ball down in the
Duchardt also breezed
front, which spells a loss
through his match against
in any doubles match.
Jeff Fritzmeyer. Duchardt
Eshelman and Hack
played a match full of solid
fought to prolong points
passes and eliminated any
and create easy set-ups
potential set-ups his opponent
and skips from their opmight have had. Duchardt
ponents. They finally
won 15-1, 15-5 (10-0 on the
squeezed out an 11-15,
season), and will take SLUH’s
15-14, 11-8 win over an
fourth No. 1 seed. Duchardt
inferior opponent. Team Junior Mark Kissel keeps his eye on knows that DeSmet’s Andrew
the last regular season match
Hackman will be the the ball inagainst
Otto is waiting in the wings
Chaminade.
team’s only No. 2 seed in
for his revenge on the SLUH
the state tournament, and will have to play senior.
better if they hope to beat DeSmet’s Butler
Kevin Kissel put together another
and Phillips.
strong performance in ripping Joe Clarkin
see CK/CQU, 10
Junior No. 6 Mark Kissel had no major
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SLUH Crew: behind the scenes at Guys and Dolls
February 20, 2009

Kevin Casey
Editor

D

uring my time at St. Louis U. High, I have always been
particularly proud of the theater productions the Dauphin
Players put on. In particular, I’m always blown away by the set
that the SLUH crew builds. But the thing about crew is that you
never get to see them, especially during the productions—after
all, their whole point is not to be seen.
So who are these people? What do they really do during a
production? I decided to find out and, after getting the appropriate
approvals, I decided to “hang out” backstage during opening night
of Guys and Dolls to get a feel for what it really means to be in the
stage crew.
I entered the backstage area around 6 p.m., unsure of how the
crew would treat me. Despite my dark
pants and dark T-shirt, it was obvious
I was an outsider, and I was fearful of
plunging too deeply into something that
this group of people had been working
on together for weeks.
Crew members were all over the
stage—some were going from point to
point, others were working in one spot.
They’d call to each other, making jokes or
asking for a certain tool. It was great fun
watching the organized chaos all around
me, and I just stood there, watching it and
taking it all in…
BAM! The sound blasted out one of
the speakers behind me as someone turned
on a mic somewhere, and I jumped about
two feet into the air. I laughed, hoping
no one had seen me, and made my way
over to theater technician Peter Suardi.
He was putting last-minute fluorescent
tape on the ground, marking where certain props had to go. Certain scenes had
certain colors, and dashes of hot pink, lime green, and orange were
all over the stage floor.
After talking for a moment with Peter and then theater technician Megan Morey, I found senior Joe Mueller and followed him
around for a little while. “Here,” he said, rather abruptly. “Grab that
end and roll it over here.” I grabbed the end of a prop “building”
and helped push it into place just offstage.
Once we had it situated just right, we went out to the front of
the stage and started putting black tape over his boots, getting into
full-black “ninja mode.” I needed it the most with my white tennis
shoes, and so sat down right next to him. He saw me hesitate before
I started “gaffing”—the term he used to describe the process—but
he assured me the tape wouldn’t leave any residue behind.
Meanwhile, Nerinx junior Michelle Walker came over to help
Joe gaff, and junior Connor Blanquart followed after. With only one
roll of tape, the four of us were forced to take turns ripping off pieces.
Joe would take a piece and set it right in front of him, making me

reach across to grab it. As soon as I’d put it down, Connor would
go for it, but Michelle would snag it first, coming under Joe’s knee.
She’d take a piece, toss it to Connor, who’d set it down again for me
and Joe to fight over. Arms went over, under, and around, with legs
intermingling between them. Incarnate Word junior Steph Donnelly
only added to the mayhem when she came over, and, sitting on the
edge of the stage like that, it felt like we were putting on our own
comedy routine.
After listening to director Joe Schulte’s pre-production speech
and praying with the actors and actresses, the crew got ready to go
to their various positions. “All right, crew, really focus,” Megan said,
along with some other reminders and words of encouragement.
My position would be on stage-left for the duration of the performance, and as the lights dimmed, Peter said, “Let the fun begin.”
I was ready.
Peter, Joe, Michelle, Steph, and
senior Alex Smittle were all on stage-left
with me. Smittle quieted down some of
the actors as they prepared to go on, and
Michelle held a side curtain out of their
way. Joe and Steph were reviewing the
prop sheet that showed what piece went
out when.
And then, just like that, the show
began. All of the set pieces for the first
scene had been set up before the show,
but I had still assumed all of the run
crew members would be madly scurrying
around, bumping into each other as they
went. Instead they had some downtime
until the next big scene change—which
didn’t come for a while.
As the upbeat music of musical
comedy rushed backstage, Michelle and
Steph pretended dance with each other,
waving across to the other crew members
on stage-right, and Smittle watched, lipsyncing the words to the song. It had never occurred to me that the
crew would memorize all of the songs (and even some of the lines)
from the performance, but I guess it is almost impossible for them
not to. I still got a kick out of it, though.
They also knew the songs well enough to know when they had
to get ready to change out props. All of a sudden, sometimes without
even a word said between themselves, they would begin prepping
for the transition. Joe and Smittle braced themselves against one
of the prop buildings offstage, ready to slide it on. Steph crouched
down to coil up wire that would have to be moved.
And then they sprang into action, switching out set scenery.
Sometimes a red or blue light would dimly shine on their positions,
but other times it seemed completely black—yet they still knew
where everything went. Occasionally a mini-flashlight would blink
on.
Once everything onstage was set up, they resumed clearing

“Crew members
were all over the
stage … they’d
call to each other,
making jokes or
asking for a certain tool…”
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removed scenery they had left just beyond the audience’s sight. The
largest building creaked as they maneuvered it towards the sidewall.
It collided with something (it was too dark for me to see what), yet
they kept moving it until there was a hissing noise and a cloud of
paint fumes engulfed stage-left.
The prop had rolled into a table, knocking over a can of spray
paint in the process. Once the can hit the ground the table (still being
moved by the prop) pushed the can against the wall. Lucky for us, it
happened to be in the perfect position for the nozzle to get pressed
down, so that a bunch of paint spewed out.
Funny how things work out that way.
Things died down quickly, though, and
there was another lull as the play went on.
Peter slid passed me and bent over the same
table the spray paint had fallen off of, and out
of the blue an electronic version of “Jingle
Bells” began to play. At first I thought it was
somebody’s cell phone, but everyone just
looked at Peter. He started scrambling among
the junk on the table, searching for the cause
of the sound.
As soon as he found it he sprinted to the
side door and tossed it outside. Apparently
someone performing in the Christmas concert
had lost the small musical player from their
holiday tie, leaving it for Peter to find during
scene two.
There were two televisions on our side,
one showing the whole stage and one showing
conductor Joe Koestner. At one point Michelle
strode over to them, whispering, “She dropped
a hat,” and searching for its whereabouts
onstage. The rest of Act I went more or less smoothly.
At intermission the curtain closed and the backstage lights
came out. The crew members wasted no time getting ready for the
second half, and they began dragging the pieces that wouldn’t be
needed anymore into the workshop and pulled new ones out. The
props for the next scene were positioned immediately behind the
main curtain, but they prepared for the following sewer scene behind
the closed midstage traveler at the same time. Once everything was
ready, they had about five minutes to take a bathroom break.
Not too long after Act II had begun, Megan appeared out of
nowhere. “What do you know about spotlights?” she asked Peter.
But before he could answer she continued, “We have one not working.”
He made his way up the steps and onto the upper level of stageleft. Up there we were level with all of the hanging lights and props,
and paused to look down on the actors below. I didn’t stop for long,
and continued following Peter down the pathway to the catwalk.
Connor was manning the one spotlight still working, and he
hardly glanced at Peter when quietly rushed by, focusing on doing
the job of two spotlights. Peter continued on, past the light box,
until he got to the other spotlight. I stayed back as he fiddled with it,
careful not to burn his hand. He shut the giant light off and, luckily,
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when he turned it back on a stream of light flooded back onto the
stage.
He slid by me on the catwalk, not in a rush this time, and said,
“Welcome to live theater.” Connor nodded to us as we brushed
pass his giant harness (in case the railing should decide to break or
something) and we went back down to the stage-left area.
Once that scene was over and they were clearing off the sewer
props (behind the other line of closed curtains), a hang cable for
one of the screens became caught on a row of lights. All of the crew
members were already taking care of their own jobs, so Megan rushed
out to unsnag it. After a few yanks, it was still
caught, and she hand-signaled something to
someone on stage-right.
Within seconds, the row of lights lowered, seemingly on their own, and Megan
simply reached up and undid the cable. She
signaled again, and the lights flew back up.
Minutes later the curtains opened, and everything was fine.
When the musical had finally ended and
it was time for curtain call, tension lifted and
excitement broke loose. While the cast rushed
onstage, the crew stayed behind, celebrating.
Alex and Joe high-fived each other while
Michelle, Steph, and Smittle did the “happy
dance.” It was great.
Several crew members congratulated
the cast as they came offstage, and shortly
after Megan came over to talk to with some
of the crew members. She said the biggest
problem—and one of the only ones that the cast
could have actually prevented—was when,
after intermission, one of the curtains was
still covering the one of the doors on the proscenium—the wooden
frame built around the edge of the stage opening to make its frame
smaller. Other than that she said they had done an “A” job.
A cluster of the crew stayed around for a little bit, talking with
each other. They cleaned up a few things, prepped a few things for
the show the next day. Lights started going off, and the stage grew
darker in its own shadows.
My experience of working with the crew turned out to be something I could never have imagined. They wholeheartedly opened
up to me and treated me like I was one of them. They joked around
whenever they could, and when it came time to work their focus
was visible on their faces. Being backstage with them didn’t feel
like work at all—it was fun.
I can still picture junior Alex Gable after he helped push a piece
of scenery onstage from stage-right. Instead of having to hurry back
off he stayed standing behind the prop on its platform, his straight
back pressed against the unfinished wood. His face was barely visible, but I could see it angling towards us so he could hear what the
actors were saying.
No one in the audience could see him or even know he was
there, but there he stood, attentively and in shadow, ready to slide
the prop offstage when the time came.

“No one in
the audience
could see him
or even know
he was there,
but there he
stood ...”
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Bye bye, Backer
Over 100 alumni return for gym’s last game

Peter Mackowiak
Sports Editor

was athletic director at Marquette University, and taught speech
to current theater teacher Joe Schulte; and Emmet Hannick, who
own three in the waning seconds of the last basketball game ushered the program into the Backer era and taught physics for 38
at Backer Memorial Gym, SLUH’s four guards frantically years until retiring in 1990.
swung the ball around the perimeter. Twenty seconds became
Neither could hear me very well at all in the gym din, though, so
ten, five, and three before unmarked junior Mike Mayberger took instead, as the game tipped off, I found a seat next to Rich Grawer,
a skip pass and drained a three-pointer to extend Backer’s life ’61, who played on Hannick’s 1961 championship team that beat
by four minutes and send the capacity crowd, which included eventual New York Knicks star Bill Bradley’s Crystal City squad
over 110 basketball alumni dating back to the class of 1939, into 52-51 in the State finals and ended up coaching DeSmet to three
delirium.
State titles and one 63-game winning streak after being hired as the
“Do you know what the plaque says under the crucifix up there?” Spartans’ first head man.
Dean of Students and former B basketball coach Brock Kesterson
Like a true coach, Grawer kept an eye on the game as he said
asked me minutes later during overtime from his usual spot on the Hanick was “one of the main reasons I got into coaching. I especially
floor near the student section.
tried to emulate his meticulous
“Three-point Jesus. I bet 99
style of preparation and gamepercent of the people at our
planning ... we wouldn’t have
school don’t know that.”
beaten Bill Bradley’s team
He’s right. Rare is the
without his scouting.” Grawer
student who’s even aware there
added that Bradley invited him
was a time when Jr. Bill basto his Presidential campaign
ketball was a second religion
announcement 39 years later
to the 500 or so body-painting
solely because his team beat
students that filled Backer each
Bradley in the State finals.
game (with spatial and auditory
Soon, during a 30 second
volume) as recently as the early
timeout, Wehner’s booming
‘90s. In 1983, then-President
voice called out Grawer’s
Tom Cummings, S.J. went as
name along with his surroundfar as proclaiming that “SLUH”
ing 1961 teammates. I sat awkstood for “Spirit Lifts Us
wardly as twelve ring-wearing
Higher” during a Joe Mimlitzchampions stood around me to
era hoops playoff push.
applause, including one (startIf the unusual number of
ing forward Bob Curran, ‘61)
tall old men mingling around
who’d celebrated the occasion
the floor before the last game at A tuxedo-clad Dick Wehner (left) shakes hands with SLUH legend and NBA Hall of Famer by styling himself a blue-and“Easy“ Ed Macauley, one of many honored guests at the Backer Gym’s last game.
Backer didn’t fully indicate the
white mohawk.
significance of the once-in-a-lifetime gathering of cagers, Athletic
At half, among those invited to half court by Wehner was
Director Dick Wehner put to rest any doubts with both his flamboyant “Easy” Ed Macauley. The 6’8” Easy Ed, who was not allowed
blue shirt/long coat combo and trademark short, eloquent speeches to play basketball his freshman year of high school because of a
honoring various individuals and teams from Jr. Bill basketball lore required after-school typing class, impacted basketball spheres far
before the game, during timeouts and at halftime. And when SLUH’s beyond SLUH: he played on the SLU team that won the 1948 NIT
varsity chorus led the crowd in singing the national anthem just and went on to be voted one of the NBA’s Greatest 50 Players for
before the 6 p.m. start time from underneath the locker room-side his career with the St. Louis Bombers, Boston Celtics, and St. Louis
basket, those former players in attendance could have just as easily Hawks. A living talismanic figure for SLUH basketball, Macauley
been saluting their program’s four state title banners: 1946, 1952, has been immortalized in having both his no. 4 jersey retired (the
1958, and 1961.
only retired number at SLUH) and his own All-American trophy
The $417,000 gym upon whose rafters 39 total banners hang on display in the switchboard trophy case.
was erected in 1956, right in the midst of the golden age of SLUH
In fact, the shelves around the switchboard are littered with the
basketball. Seated in fold-up chairs near the concession stand and spoils of SLUH basketball tournament triumphs from not only the
flanked by SLUH administrators and third-floor inhabitants were two ‘40s and ‘50s but also from the early ‘80s, when coach Joe Mimlitz
coaches: Hank Raymond, ‘42, who coached SLUH from 1950-1955, (who played against Grawer in high school and was absent from
went on to coach with NCAA Hall-of-Famer Al Maguire and later
see BYE BYE, BACKER, 14
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Tuesday’s ceremony) and players like two-time All-State guard Dan
Vierling compiled a 102-14 record from 1979-1983.
The closest SLUH has come to hardware in recent years was in
1993, when Coach Don Maurer, husband of Assistant to the Assistant
Principal for Student Affairs Marla Maurer and godfather to one of
Wehner’s sons, guided the Jr. Bills to a State quarterfinal appearance. Maurer certainly received the most all-encompassing round
of applause Tuesday night—he left SLUH after 14 years to coach
MICDS in 2002, and is now Country Day’s athletic director.
Maurer, who admitted to pulling for the Rams in the game,
said, “To be in the same gym as people like Ed (Macauley), Hank
(Raymond), and Emmet (Hanick) is such an honor. I’m sure I
have the lowest basketball IQ out of all of us.” He cited coaching
Craig Ortwerth’s Backer Memorial record 42-point bonanza as an
example—he didn’t even start Ortwerth that game. “Shows you
how smart I was,” he said.
The amiable Maurer continued, “Practice was my favorite time
because I’d get to work with the kids, like this guy right here.” With
that he pointed about fifteen feet away to computer teacher and current SLUH basketball coach Tim Rittenhouse, who was a guard on
the 1993 team (that happened to beat Kesterson’s DeSmet team in
a heated State sectional home game).
I found Jim Wienstroer, a center on that ’93 team, who recalled
Maurer’s halftime speech that sectional game: “Gentlemen, I don’t
care what you guys do the rest of your lives, if you pour your whole
selves into this moment, this game, right now, you’ll always be able
to tell everyone you kicked their (expletive) tonight!”

CK/CQU

Basketball crowds have shown similar vigor since Backer Memorial’s inception. Grawer said three-quarters of the student body
(around 800 boys) regularly turned out for 1960s home games, and
that rivalry games against CBC and playoff games frequently had
to be relocated to the Kiel Opera House and Washington University
Field House.
Maurer estimated crowd sizes at 1200-1500 total and 400-500
students at times during his tenure. “The crowds would just be
overwhelming,” he said. “Every time I’d start yelling towards a
referee, the students cheered, ‘Maurer Power! Maurer Power!’ ...
In (the 1993 State quarterfinal game against DeSoto), we had to use
police escorts just to get to the court.” (Also see, outside Wehner’s
office, a Post-Dispatch clipping from the Maurer era about six SLUH
“Superfans,” the basketball equivalent of today’s Blue Crew).
Having had such a solid basis of fan support, it is no wonder
the varied SLUH basketball family (three heads on SLUH’s football
totem—Gary Kornfeld, Tom Wilson, and David Barton—also have
coached basketball, Kornfeld and Wilson for over 15 years each)
has fostered such a sense of loyalty. It is evident in the basketball
players like Rittenhouse, Grawer, and Raymond who have returned
to coach and teach at SLUH as much as it is in the hundreds of
basketball alumni and friends who returned to Backer Memorial to
fill the home stands for their home gym’s last game. It is fitting that
this storied and intertwined family got to leave Backer Memorial
in style—with a win. At the same time, it is clear that the members
of this family—including current SLUH basketball players—are
more attached to each other than to a building; so I am hopeful that
the transition from Backer to Danis will be a rewarding one.

(from 6)
Kissel rotated service well throughout and
defeated his counterpart in less time than it
took Team Hackman to finish their second
game. Kissel rolled to a 15-2, 15-1 victory,
and although he and Parkway West’s Michael
Shearman both have a 9-1 record, and both
players have won 18 games, Kissel has 284
points to Shearman’s 273, so the SLUH
senior will be the No. 1 seed. The two will
likely meet in the finals.
	Rusch took the court against Reid Merlotti. Rusch also rotated service well and
won a lot of quick points. Rusch overcame

some lethargy by killing the ball very well.
He won 15-2, 15-4.
“(Rusch) ambled through the match,”
said Coach Joe Koestner, “but he managed
to get the job done.”
	Rusch and CBC’s Nick Hoffmann are
both 9-1, but Rusch has won 19 games to
Hoffmann’s 18 and will be the No. 1 seed,
which is significant since Kirkwood’s No. 2
Joe Marlo is a difficult match-up.
The Jr. Bills are most certainly the state
favorites, but it was that way two years ago
when the Cadets stole the title out of their
grasps. If SLUH were to slack off, a venge-

(from 5)
in for a check along the boards late in the
game, tripped over a fallen Webster player,
and fell awkwardly on his knee. Stratton has
possibly suffered either a dislocated knee or
torn cartilage, and could miss the remainder
of the season.
Corby commented on his fellow senior’s
injury, “It’s really going to hurt the depth of

the team.”
Senior goalie Jack Lally closed out the
9-2 win in the net, his first playoff appearance.
The Ice’emBoschertbills took on Francis
Howell Central in the first game of the semifinals last night (see nightbeat). The SLUH
hockey team will take on Central again at
Chesterfield Saturday night at 6 p.m.

SEMIFINALS
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ful Parkway West or Kirkwood team could
easily snag the crown. The state tournament
will begin early Saturday morning at Vetta
Concord and run all day, and the finals are
expected to begin 5pm.
The Jr. Bills will then have three days
off before nationals, where they will seek
their first national title in five years at Vetta
Concord and the Missouri Athletic Club West
from Feb. 25 to March 1.

New CSP
Opportunity
Gateway Greening:

Help the environment and build community, working with master gardeners, neighbors, soil, and seeds.
Where: Community Gardens near
SLUH
When: Saturdays, Mar. through Nov.
See Mrs. Rockers for more info.
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Senior Project ’09: Delmar-Harvard school
Pat Lynch
Core Staff

Editors Note: For their privacy, the names of the students in this
article have been changed.
As I drove down Skinker Boulevard on a cold day in January,
Bruce Springsteen booming from my radio, I couldn’t help but
notice the soaring apartment buildings that overlooked Forest Park,
and the gothic buildings of Washington University, one of the most
prestigious academic institutions in the country. I reached Delmar
and made a quick left. I once again found myself looking around at
the amazing scenery of the area: the flashing lights of The Pageant,
the unique set-up of the Tivoli Theatre, and the Blueberry Hill
restaurant, where the legendary Chuck Berry performs frequently.
As I reached the end of my drive, I was awestruck at the neighborhood where I’d be spending the next month, and laid my eyes
on a school: simple, brick-layered, two stories. A black, metal fence
surrounded the building; a small jungle gym and parking lot sat off
to the left. This school was Delmar Harvard Elementary School,
and it’s where I did my senior service project.
I look back at my time at Delmar with mixed emotions. I enjoyed
the time I spent tutoring the kids, but other times I was disappointed
at the errands I had to run. The most lasting feeling from Delmar,
though, was regret that I couldn’t have gotten to know all my kids
better. It’s like the neighborhood where Delmar-Harvard resides.
You notice all the grand architecture, but fail to acknowledge the
simple places in the area like Delmar-Harvard. Sometimes I paid
more attention to the students I felt were worthy of attention and
failed to recognize the other students.
The most fun I had at the Delmar school was when tutoring
some of the kids. I usually spent about half the day doing this task:
the beginning of the day, right after lunch, and towards the end of
the day before recess.
On the fourth day of school, I formally met Martin, whom I
was to tutor in the library while the other students read a book for
class. When I was first asked to do this, I thought, “Oh great. The
teacher doesn’t want to deal with this one, so she’s dumping him
on me.” I couldn’t have been more wrong.
Not only was Martin a well-behaved kid, but he was incredibly
brilliant for a fourth grader. The teacher put Martin with me because
he was so far ahead of his classmates in reading development. Martin read to me excerpts from the book he was reading, Eragon, and
then explained the plot and context of the excerpts. I sat there in
amazement at the meticulous details Martin was describing about
the world of Eragon. I never could understand the story (fantasy
novels aren’t my cup of tea); I was happy just to listen to a fourth
grader who sounded like he could teach this book to high school
freshmen.
After he explained the story, I suggested he read The Hobbit, but
he declined, saying he was too young but hoped to read it eventually.
He then went on to describe his family life. He has a younger sister
who goes to Delmar-Harvard, and his mom is a professor. Now I
knew where Martin got his high intelligence.
While Martin engaged me intellectually, another student named
Charles engaged me with his outgoing personality. A hyper young

fellow, Charles was one of the more difficult students to control during our sessions, but I found him the most engaging of the bunch.
Every time we started our session, Charles would tell us about what
he watched on TV the night before, with vivid details about the plot
of shows such as House, Lost, and WWE wrestling. Though a bit of
a hassle during our sessions, I couldn’t help but admire the animated
youngster.
On one particular day, Charles showed me a move from a TPain music video, causing me to crack up so hard that the librarian
yelled at us. I don’t why I grew so attached to Charles during my
time at Delmar-Harvard. It might have been his outgoing personality,
his impeccable knowledge of the rap stars of today, or his constant
flirtations with the girls in the class. I do know that he made me
laugh all day, especially when I was having a bad day.
I thoroughly enjoyed the time I spent tutoring the kids. But
there were times when the teacher actually needed the students
for classroom discussion. So instead of having me just sit there
and learn ideas that I already knew, the teacher would have me do
menial tasks such as copying papers in the copy room or searching
for something to be used in class.
At first, I actually thought it kind of cool to copy papers. I felt
like a legitimate teacher. But as the weeks went on and I continued
to copy papers on a daily basis, I grew weary of the task. I felt a
deep disconnection to the students with whom I was supposed to be
interacting, the students I was supposed to help. I felt like a meager
individual standing in that dark copy room, completely cut off from
everyone else. While in the copy room, I wondered what the students
were doing at that time. When I signed up for Delmar-Harvard, I
thought I would be spending most of my time with the fourth graders. My time spent in the copy room caused me to reconsider my
decision to come to Delmar-Harvard.
Even though I spent most of the day while the teacher was
teaching in the copy room, the teacher managed to squeeze in a
little more work for me to do: finding a particular book in the school
library, ordering the lunches from the school cafeteria, and surfing
the internet for information pertaining to class discussion. I disliked
these tasks for the same reason I disliked going to the copy room:
it took me away from spending time with the kids.
When I look back now, I realize that all of the ups and downs
I felt throughout my days at Delmar-Harvard don’t affect me now.
What does resonate within me even to this day is a feeling of regret
that I didn’t get to know all the kids in the class, partly because a few
were annoying to me, but mostly it was because I was scared to get
to know a few of them. I was scared to learn about their backstories,
their lives. I feared that I would become too emotionally attached
to their problems outside of school, so I kept a distance from those
particular students and focused my time and effort on other students
such as Martin and Charles.
My fear took root from my first day of project. I was collecting
homework from the kids when I encountered one student, Whitney,
who didn’t have it. When I asked her why, she told me that she and
her auntie had been evicted from their apartment over Christmas
break. At the moment I realized the situation I was in, and I put a

see LYNCH, 16
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beyond the ‘It’s just the opinion of the one
student’ and (the administration has) to be
concerned that we are not giving a platform
for an opinion that is against the Catholic
Church, against the teachings of the Catholic
Church. That doesn’t mean that there isn’t
a place for that opinion here at SLUH, but
that (the Prep News) is not going to be the
platform. … That doesn’t mean that we won’t
discuss them internally. That doesn’t mean
we don’t want to wrangle with them in our
heads and discuss them in our classrooms or
these types of forums. It just means when it
comes to the public face of the school, the
Prep News being one of them, we can’t do
that.”
Moran also mentioned that at Issues Day
before the Presidential Election, both sides
of most issues were represented; however,
only the pro-life position was represented
on life issues such as abortion.
Many students seemed concerned about
losing a place to express their opinions. “The
Prep News is easily the best way to get in
touch with the entire school. We don’t have
any other means to do that,” said John Swanston. “Is there any way (the author) could
have done that to let everyone know not to
be ignorant to the other side of the issue?”
Moran agreed that students need more
options to make their voices heard: “I don’t
think we’re using our electronic communications effectively at this school. I’m now
trying to take it in another direction. What
if the school had its own blog? What if the
school had an e-mail system that all the
teachers and faculty and students were on
at the same time?”
Other students tried to reconcile what
they saw as their rights with the rights of

the school to conduct its affairs as a private
institution.
“Where does it say that the administration is allowed, because the Prep News is a
public thing … to come in and censor the
free speech that the people have in the Prep
News?” asked Nick Debandt.
In response, Moran explained the hierarchy of principle and law, which allowed
and, in his view, compelled the school to
act. “(The Prep News has) their rules and
regulations and policies that they follow,
which are great and are pretty clear and are
published regularly, but the school’s mission
statement is above that. … The school itself
is the publisher, so legally speaking that’s
okay.”
A number of students openly and
strongly disagreed with the administration’s
decision and its ramifications. “One of the
things that I’m being taught is that the Catholic Church is tolerant and accepting of other
people despite their differences,” said Drew
Morris. “It’s almost hypocritical to deny
certain viewpoints given that teaching.”
However, students also responded with
understanding and some support for the
actions taken. “We’re obviously a Catholic
school, and it’s our duty in a Catholic school
to uphold the laws of the Church,” said senior Kevin Murphy. “If we’re going to call
ourselves a Catholic school, we have to do
what the Catholic Church says.”
Senior RJ Half agreed. “This is a Catholic school, and we are supposed to be teaching our students about pro-life issues and
the Catholic Church standpoint,” said Half.
“I am more disappointed that this Catholic
school has not promoted the education for
pro-life. … I think that we should, instead
of just taking (the letter) out and doing the

(from 4)
Charles Merriott remarked that “(He) did
not eat until Saturday” after the feast.
After lunch, math teacher Nick Ehlman
gave his talk, entitled “Times of Faith.” Ehlman’s talk was followed by another break
for teachers to go outside and reflect with
each other.
The day ended with a Mass held at 2
p.m. and celebrated by Michael Marchlewski,
S.J., in the chapel. Many of the teachers described the chapel at the Sisters of St. Joseph

Motherhouse as beautiful and open.
When asked what his favorite part of
the retreat was, Baudendistel commented
“(Mass) is always the highlight. Here’s this
really diverse group of people, some of whom
don’t get along, coming together and saying
‘All right, this is what we’re really about’
It’s a good communal atmosphere.”
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negative thing, we should do something positive towards moving towards pro-life.”
The second most prominent issue at the
forum was student discipline. Many students
advocated a less severe or no punishment
for infractions like carrying cell phones and
having un-tucked shirts.
Kesterson said, “We spent a lot of time
on the Student Advisory Committee last
week talking about the uses of cell phones
and other electronic devices and what role
do they play in the school. As a first-year
Dean of Students in dealing with these issues,
it’s one of those things that I’ve heard a lot
of feedback and nothing’s going to change
right now until the end of this year, but I’m
certainly going to take all of that into account
as we proceed next year.”
Students also raised concerns about
recent disciplinary measures taken on individual students. Some students were recently
disciplined for participating in the sale of
marijuana on campus (see article page 1). No
student at the forum condoned the drug use,
but several suggested that the punishment that
was delivered was too severe, advocating
forgiveness, especially for first offenses.
Junior Dane Stole commented on what
he saw as an undesirable pattern developing
in the overall atmosphere of SLUH. “Things
have gotten a lot more uptight recently and
I don’t know why.”
Kesterson stressed a common theme in
all of the administration’s decisions, especially those involving serious disciplinary
measures. “We look at each individual case,”
he said. “It’s not easy. That’s a tough thing
that we have to go through. (In all of these
cases) we made a decision based on what
we thought was right.”

Prep News
Quote of the week
“Happiness lies in conquering
one’s enemies, in driving them
in front of oneself, in taking
their property, in savouring
their despair, in outraging their
wives and daughters.”
—Genghis Khan
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(from 5)
The Jr. Bills continued to battle throughout the second half and won both the third
and the fourth quarters, but the Chaminade
lead was too large to overcome. In the final
minutes of the fourth quarter, both teams sent
their benches to the check-in table. Lynch
and Cooney checked out of the game with
19 and 12 points, respectively, but the team
fell short in the end, 68-55.
Alumni and students both packed into
the bleachers Tuesday night for the last
game in the Backer Memorial gym. The Jr.
Bills matched up well with their opponent,
MICDS (14-9).
“We felt like we could really create
mismatches,” Ross said. “And, also, we
could get away with putting five shooters on
the floor. When you do that, you can really
stretch the defense.”
The Jr. Bills bounced back from their
three-game offensive dry spell. Cooney took
the reigns and directed the offense. He scored
effectively inside and outside the arc—when
the Rams’ defense stopped his drive, Cooney

would pull up and hit a jumper with a defender
in his face. He was an outstanding 10 of 13
from the field and 3 for 4 from beyond the
arc. Cooney scored a game-high 31 points
and helped the Jr. Bills hit 57.9 percent of
their shots (more than doubling the shooting
percentage against Chaminade).
However, MICDS had answers to
Cooney’s offensive success. McPherson
Moore and Michael Scott each scored 27
points in the game; the rest of the Rams
combined scored only 11 points.
The lead shifted back and forth throughout the game. Neither team could edge out
the other, but with 30 seconds left in the
game MICDS found themselves ahead by
one. The Jr. Bills were forced to foul Moore,
who sank both of his free throws.
Down three points, junior guard Mike
Mayberger stepped up for the Jr. Bills. With
2.1 seconds on the clock, Mayberger tied the
game with a clutch three-pointer, sending the
game to overtime.
“(Mayberger) has been so huge for us
this year,” said Lynch. “He seems to play

better when the pressure is on and he always
comes through with a big shot to win or send
us to overtime.”
In overtime, MICDS pulled ahead by
two, but a Cooney three-pointer from the top
of the key gave the Jr. Bills the lead. From
that point on, SLUH made six of their eight
free throw opportunities. With .1 second on
the clock, Lynch sank one of two free throws,
for the last point in Backer Memorial. The
Jr. Bills won Backer’s last game, 70-65.
“(Cooney) and (Mayberger) were both
talking behind me, trying to get me to miss,”
Lynch said. “But I couldn’t let them have all
of the limelight.”
Monday, the Jr. Bills play their first
playoff game against the Kirkwood Pioneers.
SLUH split the season series with Kirkwood,
but in their last meeting the Jr. Bills handily
beat the Pioneers 70-53.
“We have had an exciting season,” Ross
said, “and hopefully we keep it going for a
little while longer.”

(from 6)
the offensive in the final period. After being
denied a takedown by the out-of-bounds line
multiple times, Conley threw Bontemps for
a takedown to even the score. Conley would
likely have received back points if he were
not at the edge of the mat again.
After the restart from referee’s position, Bontemps escaped and double-legged
Conley to retake the lead at 7-4. Conley
stood up but could not score again against
defensive-minded opponent for the final 14
seconds. Bontemps won 7-5 and earned a
spot at the state tournament.
Ott mentioned that the stall warning
Conley received while on top in the second
affected his mentality from top in the third.
“In Missouri, the refs tend to call stalling
on top in certain situations (where) in other
places around the country they’d never call
it,” he said.
Because of the stall, Conley was reluctant to hold Bontemps down and instead opted
to go for a takedown as Bontemps stood up,
Ott explained. He said, “In the back of our
minds was that he had already been called for
stalling once, (and) he couldn’t turn him.”
In the third round of wrestlebacks,
Everson pinned his Seckman opponent in the

second period by pulling him back from his
sit-out and locking up a reverse half. Geders
lost to K.C. Schmitt of Mehlville by fall in
the second period.
Both Conley and Everson needed one
win to advance from the wrestleback semifinals to the state tournament. Conley faced
David Ewersmann from Fox, the wrestler
he had pinned in the first round. Although
Conley fell behind 7-3 at one point in the
second period, he turned the match around
with the brands in the middle of the period
and went on to win 21-10 and qualify.
The momentum in the 171 wrestleback
swung back and forth between Everson and
Eureka’s Nate Seiler in the first two periods,
ending with Everson holding a slim 9-8 lead.
Starting on bottom, Everson stood up quickly
and then took down Seiler by sprawling
and circling. Though Seiler reversed him,
Everson returned the favor and put Seiler to
his back, holding him for the fall with six
seconds remaining on the clock.
Northwest’s Brian Morris, the sixthranked 152 in Class 4, also made it to the
third-place bout against Conley. The first
period of their match consisted entirely of
handfighting, with neither wrestler gaining
an edge. Conley chose down at the start of

the second period, and although he could not
escape, Morris received two stalling calls to
the great displeasure of the Northwest faithful, one of whom called the ref horrendous.
Conley brought Morris up to start the third
and double-legged him for the takedown.
Conley let him up and defended successfully
for the remainder of the match, giving him
the 3-2 win and the Jr. Bills a third-seeded
state qualifier.
Everson met Noland for the second time
in the tournament in his third-place match
and lost in similar fashion. Noland nearly
duplicated the result of their first meeting
but instead pinned Everson in the third while
up 16-2.
“The reason the scores were so wide in
those matches (was) a conflict of styles,” Ott
said of the two Everson-Noland matchups.
“For whatever reason, a particular person,
even if he’s not the best, will be able to handle
somebody else pretty well just because of his
style.”
Ott said that the two qualifiers need to
prepare mentally for the state tournament
knowing that “they have nothing to lose.”
He said of the upcoming tournament, “It’s
something they need to eat up rather than
allow it to eat them up.”
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(from 1)
this matter, and we have cooperated with
the St. Louis Police Department. As with all
disciplinary situations, the SLUH administration will not discuss the disciplinary files of
any individual students beyond the contents
of this statement.”
This incident marks the largest disciplinary incident during the SLUH careers of
Kesterson and Moran, both of whom are in
their first year in their respective positions.
Moran said that he dealt with similar situations previously in his career as a principal.
The last time disciplinary action regarding drugs took place on a similar scale was
in 2001, when six students were given warnings, eight received suspensions, and one was
expelled after a month-long investigation by
then Assistant Principal of Student Affairs
Eric Clark into the possible sale of drugs at
SLUH. (Volume 65, Issue 22)
After the administration was first made
aware of drug sales on Wednesday, they
called in students right after lunch on Thursday. They did not catch the participants in
the act but rather “(were) made aware that
sales had happened in the past,” according
to Moran.
After being questioned by Kesterson
about the sale or purchase of marijuana, to
which some students admitted, some students
were asked to take teachers to their lockers
or cars.
Explained Moran, “If it isn’t clear to
students already, the lockers belong to the
school. The right to check in the locker at
any point is ours. The right to check your
personal body, we would ask you to empty
your pockets, coat pockets is something we
certainly might ask a student.” Questioned

students also reported the confiscation of
cell phones by the administration.
	Rumors have circulated throughout the
school that administrators used the students’
cell phones to check through text messages
for possible drug selling connections, but
Kesterson said, “We did not actively pursue
students’ text messages.”
The expelled student confessed to selling marijuana, which was found in his car.
The student was notified of his expulsion
on Thursday afternoon. The other students
deemed to be involved in the incident were
indefinitely suspended over the weekend
until their meetings at the beginning of this
week.
One student who was indefinitely suspended but is not serving a suspension now
expressed irritation: “It’s a fairly new administration. They were taking all the safety
precautions they had to, but they didn’t have
any evidence.”
Moran and Kesterson talked extensively
over the weekend about how to handle the
situation. Moran stressed that the administration wanted to put time between the
conversations and the punishments. He
said, “With anything more serious than a
JUG, we generally take up to 24 hours after
initial discussions to come back and have a
discussion with parents.”
The administration also contacted the St.
Louis Police Department after it was clear
that the sale of marijuana had taken place.
All students left with their parents, who
were called up to school, and went home.
So far, none of the suspended students have
reported any contact with the police. The
student who confessed to selling marijuana
was contacted by the police and faces an
upcoming court date.
The six students who were indefinitely

suspended were called and scheduled meetings with their parents and Kesterson for
Monday and Tuesday. Four students are
serving in-school suspensions and will be
on probation, will be drug tested, and must
attend a professional assessment to see if
they are deemed to need drug counseling.
Two students who were called in but are not
suspended will go to drug assessment. One
took a drug test on Wednesday.
One suspended student said, “I think (the
punishment’s) pretty fair actually.” Several of
the seniors said that the punishments will not
really affect their college choices because the
record of the incident will not be sent out.
Moran said, “We don’t send those disciplinary records outside the school for any
student. We are not under the same obligations as the public school system, where we
need to turn over discipline records.”
The expelled student plans on finishing his high school career by taking online
classes with the Missouri Virtual Education
program.
When looking towards the future, Kesterson said the administration is looking to
be pro-active about stopping drug abuse at
school. He acknowledged one route where
the administration could drug test everybody
and bring in drug dogs, but said, “I don’t think
that’s the route that we’re contemplating right
now.”
Said Kesterson, “I hope that students
understand how serious this is. I think along
the lines of what Mr. Clark was thinking
about before. When you talk about mission,
philosophy, Grad at Grad; this stuff doesn’t
fit that and I want to make sure we’re taking
the proper steps to do what we say we’re
doing and we’re following the mission of
the school and we’re following the Grad at
Grad.”

(from 4)
Chalupny (Nerinx Hall ’01) is a member of
the U.S. Women’s National Soccer Team,
which won the gold medal at the Beijing
Olympics. Barcellos was the coach of the
Brazilian team when they faced off against
the U.S. in the finals.
“In soccer we are used to this kind of
thing. Soccer has become something very
professional, so it was a great pleasure to go
against her in the Olympics,” said Barcellos
in regard to Chalupny. “It is a privilege.
Back then we were adversaries, and we

didn’t know each other. But these days we
are going to know each other as athletes and
as people.”
According to Director of Media Relations Tony Hubert, the team has publicized
their presence over the TV and local radio
stations. Along with the Fox 2 promotion,
Chalupny has had interviews with Channel
5.
“I think the style of soccer that we are
going to be playing, the general sports fan
is going to enjoy watching as well,” said
Chalupny. “So anybody who wants to get

out into the beautiful St. Louis weather this
summer can come out and watch us play and
enjoy it.”
St. Louis Athletica is one of seven teams
in the Women’s Professional Soccer (WPS)
league, which was established in 2007. This
is the inaugural season of the WPS, and the
season will start on March 29 with a game
between the Los Angeles Sol and the Washington Freedom. Athletica will have its first
match in their stadium at SIUE against the
Chicago Red Stars on April 7 at 7 p.m.
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CHASTITY

S.J., also enjoyed the talk. “I think it was
(from 2)
Next on his schedule was SLUH, where really comprehensive, it was good, it was
Evert, an experienced public speaker, man- entertaining,” he said. “It would fit perfectly
aged to capture the attention of his audience. (with Christian Life Choices).”
Most students interviewed said that
Evert emphasized the importance of respectthey enjoyed the
ing women, urging students to think
talk as well. “I
of their future wives and daughters
thought he was
when interacting with women. Evert
very effective,”
used stories from his own life to
said freshman
communicate the idea that chastity is
Eddie Rolwes.
a manifestation of respect and someSophomore Joe
thing that strengthens relationships.
H
annan said,
He mentioned several studies on the
“
(
Evert) was
prevalence of sexually transmitted
pretty
good,”
diseases and on the number of high
adding
that
he
school students engaged in sexual
agreed
with
the
activity. Throughout the talk, Evert
sentiments Evert
used humorous stories of other high
expressed. “I
school students as examples.
“He knew how to be funny and Jason Evert carries “Trixy” at the begin- think (chastity) is
entertaining in front of a thousand ning of his presentation last Thursday. right,” he said.
“His message
people, which is hard to do,” said
was
stuff
that
we
had
heard
before,” said
theology teacher Jim Linhares, who covers
senior
Nick
Wallner,
“but
he
put
it in a more
sexual morality in his senior classes. “(There
entertaining
way.”
were) some things that were strikingly like
Sophomore Robert Kaye said that he
what we do in Christian Life Choices,” he
saw
the
connection between the sophomore
said.
theology
sexuality unit and the talk, but felt
Fellow theology teacher Jim Knapp,
that Evert’s talk was an unnecessary duplicate of what is taught in class. “It’s like you
Photo by TED WIGHT

STONY BROOK

(from 4)
Friday night, which featured gusting winds:
“I was freezing that first night—I thought I
was going to die!” he said.
However, the learning curve on a Science
Club trip is low, and Brynac’s second, more
experienced attempt at sleeping the next night
led to “the best sleep of (his) life,” he said.
Szatkowski, who had backpacked once before outside of the Science Club, said this
trip was thankfully “more strenuous” than
his previous camping experiences.
Lower Rock Creek offers jutting igneous
boulders—prime climbing material—a creek
that has a shut-in section—an area in which
the creek flows through igneous rock that
does not erode—grassy glades atop peaks
over 1,000 feet in altitude with commanding views of the canyons below, and a very
rugged terrain overall. The rock formations
on the sides of Rock Creek reach their peak
at a massive dome of rock known as the
Cathedral, a cliff face over 300 feet high.
The level of difficulty of the trip was
high, including sharp elevation losses and

are not going to listen to (the message from
teachers),” he said.
Some students believed that Evert was
guilty of employing scare tactics to get his
message across. “He used scare tactics at the
end even though he said he was not going
to,” said senior Dan Miller, though Miller
also said that he thought Evert was a good
speaker. “I thought he was kind of a ‘bro,’
so I could relate to him on that level,” he
said.
Knapp said that he did not see Evert as
being guilty of using scare tactics, but rather
just using statistics to back up his argument.
“He was not using scare tactics as a club, he
was just mentioning relevant data,” Knapp
said, adding that this was appropriate because
the talk contained lots of “things that people
might doubt.” Knapp also appreciated Evert’s
charisma: “He was confident in his approach
without being arrogant.”
Michalski said that SLUH is always
looking for the opportunity to bring in speakers for the student body, though it is difficult
to find speakers that would be appropriate
for the entire school at once. In the end,
Michalski said, “I was really happy with the
talk that he gave.”

Photo by CONOR GEARIN

The Science Club visited the Shut-Ins on Lower Rock Creek on last Saturday.
The bluffs on the right were prime climbing real estate.

gains over a long day-hike on Saturday, said
Kuensting in his e-mail. The mileage of the
trip totaled 10.6 miles.
The group spent much of its time offtrail, however, leading to onerous but fun
bushwhacking. Brynac said the trip was
“good exercise—could have been harder,
but I was tired.”
The map of the trek and a graph showing
elevation of the complete hike, in addition
to photos from the trip, can be found on
Kuensting’s Science Club/Venture Crew site
in the Trails/Maps page under the heading
Lower Rock Creek. The site is accessible
from Kuensting’s Bioweb site.

New CSP
Opportunity!
Kind Kids Program
What: Established Humane Society
program that works with preschoolers to
teach children to be “kind” to wild and
domesticated animals.
Who: Four SLUH students (all four years)
When: Wednesdays (7 weeks only) beginning March 4
See Mrs. Rockers in CSP for more info.

Pasta Pringles
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by Conor Gearin

Friday, February 20
Schedule R
Fr. Class Mtg AP
Ignatian Mix-It Up Lunch
Sno-Ball 8pm
IM Fr B-Ball vs Faculty All Stars
WRES @ State @ Mizzou Arena
AP Snack—Mini Burritos
Lunch : Special—Redi Ribs
Healthy—Chicken Cordon Bleu
Saturday, February 21
Muny Kid’s Auditions
WRES @ State @ Mizzou Arena
B-Ball District Tournament @ Kirkwood
(through 2/28)
RACQ @ State @ Vetta-Concord 5pm
Sunday, February 22
Muny Kids Auditions
KEEN 12pm
Upward Bound Info Mtg 2pm
Monday, February 23
Schedule R

LYNCH

(from 11)
shield up towards Whitney because of it. I
avoided her because I was afraid I’d get emotionally attached to Whitney’s situation.
Another event occurred two weeks later
that also caused me to avoid a particular
student named Chris. Chis fell asleep during tutoring, and I kept trying to keep him
awake. Later on, the teacher told me that Chris
lived with alcoholic parents, and that’s it’s
very difficult for him to get a good night’s
sleep. Though I continued to tutor Jeff after
learning about his troubled home life, our
relationship was never the same as it was
before. There was just this awkwardness

Calendar
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*Lunch menu subject to change.

Football Mtg in Gym AP
IM Guitar Hero in 215C
AP Snack—Jumbo Pretzels
Lunch : Special—Pizza
Healthy—Teriyaki Chicken
Tuesday, February 24
Late Start Schedule
Senior Class Picture 12:15pm
Mother’s Club Faculty/Staff Mardi Gras
Brkfst 7am in Currigan Rm
College Reps - Sign up to attend:
Bradley University @ Jr/Sr Lunch
Matt Bettonville’s 17th Birthday
AP Snack—Mini Corndogs
Lunch : Special—Chinese Combo
Healthy—Baked Pollock
Wednesday, February 25
Mass Schedule—Formal Attire
Ash Wednesday Liturgy
Fr Tutorial AP
Founder’s Day 6pm
B-Ball Blue/White vs Vianney @ 4pm
AP Snack—Cookies
I displayed towards him, and even though
I tried, I couldn’t shake the barrier I had
towards him. As I was joking around with
the other students, I gave the cold shoulder
to Chris out of fear.
Overall, I see my time spent at DelmarHarvard with mixed emotions. I got to know
many of the students on a personal level,
like Martin and Charles, and will forever be
grateful of the time I spent with them. I will
forever regret not getting to know some of
the other kids out of fear, but I’ve learned
from that. I will try to treat the Whitney’s
and Chris’s in my life like the Martin’s and
Charles’.

Billiken Briefings

Don’t forget to register for the SLUH Father/Son Banquet on Sunday, March 1
at the Millennium Hotel. Doors open at 6 p.m. The cost is $38 per person. Register
online at www.sluh.org/parents/fathersclub by Tuesday, Feb. 24.
Attention Juniors and Seniors: St. Joseph’s Institute for the Deaf needs your help
at the Ephpheta Society’s “Fiesta” Auction and Dinner! Volunteers are needed to fill
slots on Mar. 7 and 8. If interested see Mr. Keefe in the Foreign Language Office.
Brooklyn Mary Russo was born at 12:05 PM on February 19, 2009. New mother
Mary Russo said, “It went really quick!” Brooklyn weighs 6 pounds, 11 ounces. The
doctors didn’t tell Mary a length, but she guesses 19 inches.

Feb. 20 - Feb. 27

Lunch : Special—Fish Sticks Combo
Healthy—Baked Pollock
Thursday, February 26
Schedule R
Fr. Tutorial AP
IM- Guitar Hero Semis, Finals, & vs Faculty
All-Stars
College Reps:
Southeast Missouri State University
Fr. STUCO speeches AP
Fr. STUCO finals during lunch
AP Snack—Pizza Sticks
Lunch : Special—Taco Salad
Healthy—Chicken Parm
Friday, February 27
Half-Day Schedule
Fr. Retreat
IM- Jr Basketball vs Faculty All Stars
IM Frosh Movie Trivia AP in Gym
AP Snack—Cheddar Bits
Lunch : Special—Catfish
Healthy—Turkey Hot Dog

PN Nightbeats

Basketball

The St. Louis U. High basketball team
traveled to Webster Groves last night to
take on the 20-4 Statesmen. Led by junior guard Mike Mayberger, who scored
33 on the night (a season high for the Jr.
Bills), the SwatTeambills gave the favored
Statesmen all they could handle, and came
back from ten down at half to take the lead
with four minutes left in the third quarter.
However, foul trouble plagued the Jr. Bills
(junior guard Tim Cooney fouled out), and
Webster sank enough free throws down
the stretch to hold on for a 75-65 victory.
		
-reporting by Rob Bertucci

Hockey

The Hockeybills dropped the first of two
semifinal games to Francis Howell Central
2-0 last night. Despite outshooting Howell
Central 34-15, the Jr. Bills did not score,
while the Vikings scored two goals on
their first three shots of the game. The
Icebills will get their rematch tomorrow
night at Chesterfield to settle the semifinals.
		
-reporting by Tony Billmeyer

